Poxviruses are large DNA viruses that encode a multisubunit RNA polymerase, stage-specific transcription factors, and enzymes that cap and polyadenylate mRNAs within the cytoplasm of infected animal cells. Genome-wide microarray and RNA-seq technologies have been used to profile the transcriptome of vaccinia virus (VACV), the prototype member of the family. Here, we adapted tag-based methods in conjunction with SOLiD and Illumina deep sequencing platforms to determine the precise 5 and 3 ends of VACV early mRNAs and map the putative transcription start sites (TSSs) and polyadenylation sites (PASs). Individual and clustered TSSs were found preceding 104 annotated open reading frames (ORFs), excluding pseudogenes. In the majority of cases, a 15-nucleotide consensus core motif was present upstream of the ORF. This motif, however, was also present at numerous other locations, indicating that it was insufficient for transcription initiation. Further analysis revealed a 10-nucleotide AT-rich spacer following functional core motifs that may facilitate DNA unwinding. Additional putative TSSs occurred in anomalous locations that may expand the functional repertoire of the VACV genome. However, many of the anomalous TSSs lacked an upstream core motif, raising the possibility that they arose by a processing mechanism as has been proposed for eukaryotic systems. Discrete and clustered PASs occurred about 40 nucleotides after an UUUUUNU termination signal. However, a large number of PASs were not preceded by this motif, suggesting alternative polyadenylation mechanisms. Pyrimidine-rich coding strand sequences were found immediately upstream of both types of PASs, signifying an additional feature of VACV 3-end formation and polyadenylation.
High-throughput cDNA sequencing has enabled the genome-wide profiling of the transcriptomes of eukaryotic (58) and microbial organisms (57) and of complex DNA viruses (37, 61) . We recently applied RNA-seq technology for whole-transcriptome analysis of vaccinia virus (VACV) (61) , a poxvirus that replicates and transcribes its 195-kbp DNA genome within the cytoplasm of infected cells (42) . Early transcripts, synthesized before viral DNA replication, were mapped to 118 closely spaced open reading frames (ORFs), and additional transcripts, synthesized only after DNA replication, were mapped to 93 ORFs. Whole-transcriptome analysis, however, may not delineate the ends of RNAs to high precision or delineate overlapping transcripts. Here, we adapted tag-based RNA-seq methods (27, 39, 56) to map the 5Ј and 3Ј ends of early VACV transcripts and determine putative regulatory sequences for transcription start sites (TSSs) and polyadenylation sites (PASs).
VACV and other poxviruses package a complete virus-encoded transcription system, which allows the early class of mRNAs to be synthesized immediately after entry into the cytoplasm (42) . De novo synthesis of proteins and DNA are required to transcribe additional genes, which are subdivided into intermediate and late postreplication (PR) classes. The three categories of genes have distinctive promoters (7, 16, 17) and are transcribed by the viral multisubunit DNA-dependent RNA polymerase in concert with early-, intermediate-, and late-stage-specific transcription factors (1, 9, 13, 34, 49) . Early mRNAs contain a transcription termination signal comprised of five consecutive U's followed by any nucleotide and then another U (U5NU) (53, 64) that is not functional in PR mRNAs, which mostly have heterogenous 3Ј ends (15, 38) . Methylated caps (60) and poly(A) tails (33) are added to the 5Ј and 3Ј ends of VACV mRNAs by virus gene-encoded enzymes (8, 40, 43) . In addition, PR mRNAs and a few early mRNAs have a 5Ј poly(A) tract immediately following the cap structure, which apparently arises from RNA polymerase slippage on consecutive T's (2, 6, 31, 47, 50) . Because of the structural differences between the 5Ј and 3Ј ends of early and PR mRNAs and distinct methods needed for their analysis, the present study focused on the early transcriptome. We mapped hundreds of TSSs and PASs, which greatly extend previous knowledge and reveal new features and complexity of VACV transcription.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cells and virus.
HeLa S3 cells were cultured in minimum essential medium with spinner modification (Quality Biological, Gaithersburg, MD) and with 5% equine serum (HyClone, Logan, UT) at 37°C in a 5% CO 2 atmosphere. Preparation, sucrose gradient purification, and titration of the Western Reserve (WR) strain of vaccinia virus (VACV) (American Type Culture Collection VR-1354) have been described previously (21, 23) . HeLa S3 cells suspended at 10 7 cells/ml were infected with 20 PFU of VACV per cell. The cells were diluted to 5 ϫ 10 5 cells/ml with spinner medium containing 5% serum after 30-min adsorption at 37°C. The cells were harvested for RNA preparation at the desired time postinfection. Cycloheximide (CHX) was added to the medium at 100 g/ml where indicated.
RNA isolation. Total RNA was isolated from VACV-infected cells using Trizol (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). Polyadenylated mRNA was isolated with Dynabeads mRNA direct kit (Invitrogen) and treated with DNase I to remove DNA.
Generation of the SOLiD oCAGE library. The SOLiD (sequencing by oligonucleotide ligation and detection) oCAGE (oligonucleotide cap analysis of gene expression) library was generated as described previously (27) with modifications (see Fig. S1A in the supplemental material). The RNA (100 g) was treated with bacterial alkaline phosphatase (TaKaRa, Shiga, Japan) to remove the 5Ј phosphate on fragmented RNA and then treated with tobacco acid pyrophosphatase (Epicenter, Madison, WI) to remove the cap structure and expose the phosphate at the 5Ј end of the mRNA. The RNA was ligated to an RNA linker containing the EcoP15I recognition site (5Ј-CUGCCCCGGGUUCCUCAUUCUCUCAG CAG-3Ј) with T4 RNA ligase (TaKaRa) at 16°C for 4 h or overnight. The polyadenylated RNA was isolated with Dynabeads mRNA kit (Invitrogen) and reverse transcribed (SuperScript II; Invitrogen) with dT adapter-primer [5Ј-GC GGCTGAAGACGGCCTATGTGCAGCAG(T) 17 -3Ј] at 12°C for 1 h and then at 42°C for another hour. RNA was degraded after first-strand synthesis, and the cDNA was amplified by 10 cycles of PCR using 5Ј and 3Ј primers. The 5Ј primer was 5Ј-biotin-TEG-CTGCCCCGGGTTCCTCATTCT Ϫ3Ј where TEG is a tetraethylene glycol spacer, and the 3Ј primer was 5Ј-GCGGCTGAAGACGGCC TATGT-3Ј. The product was digested with EcoP15I endonuclease (New England BioLabs, Ipswich, MA), and the 5Ј-terminal cDNA fragments were isolated with streptavidin-coated magnetic beads (Dynal, Oslo, Norway) and ligated to a SOLiD sequencing linker (5Ј-CCACTACGCCTCCGCTTTCCTCTCTATGGG CAGTCGGTGAT-3Ј annealed to 5Ј-ATCACCGACTGCCCATAGAGAGGA AAGCGGAGGCGTAGTGGTT-3Ј) with T4 DNA ligase (Invitrogen) at 16°C for at least 2 h. The DNA was amplified by PCR using primers 5Ј-CCACTAC GCCTCCGCTTTCCTCTCTATG-3Ј and 5Ј-CTGCCCCGGGTTCCTCATTC T-3Ј, and the products were purified for sequencing with the SOLiD 3ϩ system (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA).
Generation of the SOLiD FL-CAGE library. Components from the SuperScript full-length cDNA library construction kit (Invitrogen) were used in generating the SOLiD FL-CAGE (full-length CAGE) library unless otherwise specified (see Fig. S1B in the supplemental material). Purified polyadenylated RNA was reverse transcribed using a primer [5Ј-GCGGCTGAAGACGGCCTATGT GCAGCAG(T) 17 -3Ј], and the cDNA-RNA hybrids were treated with RNase I to degrade truncated cDNA-RNA hybrids. The full-length cDNA was selected using RNA 5Ј cap antibody-conjugated magnetic beads and ligated with a SOLiD sequencing linker containing an EcoP15I recognition site (5Ј-TCCGCCCTGCC CCGGGTTCCTCATTCTCTCAGCAG-3Ј annealed to 5Ј-p-CTGCTGAGAGA ATGAGGAACCCGGGGCAGG-amine-3Ј). The cDNA was amplified by 10 cycles of PCR using a 5Ј PCR primer (5Ј [biotin-TEG]-CTGCCCCGGGTTCC TCATTCT-3Ј) and 3Ј PCR primer (5Ј-GCGGCTGAAGACGGCCTATGT-3Ј). The product was digested with the EcoP15I endonuclease, and the 5Ј-terminal cDNA fragments were bound to streptavidin magnetic beads and ligated to a SOLiD sequencing linker (5Ј-CCACTACGCCTCCGCTTTCCTCTCTATGGG CAGTCGGTGAT-3Ј annealed to 5Ј-p-NNATCACCGACTGCCCATAGAGA GGAAAGCGGAGGCGTAGTGG-amine-3Ј). The product was amplified using primers (5Ј-CCACTACGCCTCCGCTTTCCTCTCTATG-3Ј and 5Ј-CTGCCCC GGGTTCCTCATTCT-3Ј) and purified for sequencing by using SOLiD sequencing technology.
Generation of the Illumina CAGE library. The Illumina CAGE library was generated as described previously (56) with modifications (see Fig. S2 in the supplemental material). Total RNA (100 g) was treated with bacterial alkaline phosphatase and tobacco acid pyrophosphatase and ligated with RNA oligonucleotide (5Ј-ACACUCUUUCCCUACACGACGCUCUUCCGAUCUGG-3Ј) using T4 RNA ligase (TaKaRa). Polyadenylated RNA was isolated with Dynabeads mRNA kit. First-strand cDNA was synthesized using reverse transcriptase (SuperScript II; Invitrogen) with random hexamer primer (5Ј-CAAGCAGAAG ACGGCATACGAGCTCTTCCGATCTNNNNNNC-3Ј) at 12°C for 1 h and then at 42°C for 3 h. RNA was degraded after first-strand synthesis, and the cDNA was amplified by PCR using primers 5Ј-AATGATACGGCGACCACCG AGATCTACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATCT-3Ј and 5Ј-CA AGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGCTCTTCCGATCT-3Ј. PCR products of 200 to 500 bp were purified for Illumina GA IIx sequencing.
Generation of SOLiD 3-end library. The procedure for generating the SOLiD 3Ј-end library was modified from the method described by Wei et al. (59) for SOLiD sequencing (see Fig. S3 in the supplemental material). Polyadenylated mRNA was isolated by using the Dynabeads mRNA kit. Double-stranded cDNA was prepared using the SuperScript double-stranded cDNA synthesis kit as suggested by the manufacturer (Invitrogen). An anchored oligo(dT) 16 primer with a GsuI restriction site [5Ј-biotin-TEG-GAGAGAGAGACTGGAG(T) 16 V N-3Ј], where V is A, C, or G and N is any nucleotide, was used for first-strand synthesis with 0.5 mM methyl-dCTP instead of dCTP to prevent the digestion of DNA by GsuI at sites other than the one in the primer. The second strand was synthesized according to the manufacturer's recommendation except that excess dCTP (0.6 mM) was used. The cDNAs were purified with Invitrogen PCR column and bound to magnetic streptavidin beads followed by GsuI digestion. The released fraction was recovered, purified, and ligated to a linker with EcoP15I recognition site and biotin-TEG (5Ј-p-CTGCTGAGAGAATGAGGA ACCCGGGGCAG-3Ј annealed to 5Ј-biotin-TEG-CCACTGCCCCGGGTTCC TCATTCTCTCAGCAGTT-3Ј) using T4 DNA ligase (Invitrogen). The ligated DNA was digested with EcoP15I endonuclease, and the 50-to 60-bp product was recovered from a 10% Tris-borate-EDTA (TBE) gel (Invitrogen), bound to streptavidin beads, and ligated with a SOLiD sequencing linker (5Ј-CCACTAC GCCTCCGCTTTCCTCTCTATGGGCAGTCGGTGAT-3Ј annealed to 5Ј-p-N NATCACCGACTGCCCATAGAGAGGAAAGCGGAGGCGTAGTGGamine-3Ј). The resulting DNA was then amplified using primers (5Ј-CCACTA CGCCTCCGCTTTCCTCTCTATG-3Ј and 5Ј-CTGCCCCGGGTTCCTCATTC T-3Ј) and purified for sequencing.
Sequencing and data processing. Sequencing was performed with the SOLiD 3ϩ system (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA) or the GA IIx system (Illumina, San Diego, CA) according to the manufacturer's instructions. The SOLiD reads were mapped to the VACV genome (NCBI accession no. NC_006998) using a modified version of Applied Biosystems small RNA analysis tool. The Illumina reads were trimmed of the leading poly(A) sequence and then mapped to the VACV genome using ZOOM (Bioinformatics Solutions Inc., Waterloo, Canada). Uniquely mapped reads and reads that mapped to two loci were analyzed. The reads that mapped to two loci were used to compensate for duplication of VACV genes in the inverted terminal repetition. The reads mapped to VACV genome were used for transcription start site (TSS) and polyadenylation site (PAS) determination. The TSSs and PASs were visualized with Mochiview (28) . The sequencing data have been deposited in the Sequence Read Archive (SRA) of NCBI under accession number SRA029884.
Annotation of TSSs of VACV early ORFs. The following rules for annotation of SOLiD oCAGE data were applied. (i) TSSs with at least 10 counts (the number of sequence reads that map to a specific TSS are referred to as counts) for SOLiD oCAGE and Illumina CAGE or 5 counts for SOLiD FL-CAGE separated by less than 10 nucleotides (nt) were considered a cluster. (ii) The priority order of usage of SOLiD oCAGE data for annotation and analysis was as follows: 1 h in the presence of cycloheximide (CHX), 2 h in the presence of CHX, and 4 h in the presence of CHX. (iii) For TSS patterns, the peaks were defined as the TSSs with highest counts and with more than 25% of the latter. (iv) The closest TSS cluster before the start codon was annotated in Table S2 in the supplemental material or multiple TSS clusters within 100 nt upstream of the start codon were annotated in a few cases. (v) Peaks separated by more than 25 nt were treated as separate TSS clusters. (vi) Previously reported start codons for VAC WR 046, VAC WR 061, and VAC WR 174 and an internal start site for VAC WR 101 (61) were used in place of annotated ones. (vii) VAC WR 008 and VAC WR 033 were classified as postreplicative genes but are expressed at low levels before DNA replication (61) . The TSS annotation of genes with Illumina CAGE and SOLiD FL-CAGE were the same as SOLiD oCAGE except that the annotation was limited to the locations between the start codon of a gene and 100 nt further upstream of the TSS annotated in SOLiD oCAGE, and 5 counts were used as the minimum read counts for SOLiD FL-CAGE data.
Annotation of PAS sites. The following rules were applied. (i) PASs from cells infected with virus for 2 h in the absence of CHX and cells infected with virus for 2 h in the presence of CHX were used. (ii) The highest PAS count in a cluster had to be at least 4 to be considered. (iii) PASs with at least 4 counts separated by less than 10 nt were considered in one cluster. (iv) PASs with the highest counts in clusters were used for analysis. (v) Reads with at least six consecutive A's before PASs were removed, since they might be derived from internal priming during reverse transcription.
Consensus motif generation and searches. The consensus motif of VACV early promoters was generated using the online motif discovery tool Multiple Expectation maximization for Motif Elicitation (MEME) program with the assumption that there is zero or one motif per sequence (4) . The searching of motif occurrences was performed with the Find Individual Motif Occurrences (FIMO) program using the motif generated from MEME as the input motif (4).
RESULTS
Comparison of capped 5 ends determined by alternative methods and platforms. We used SOLiD (sequencing by oligonucleotide ligation and detection) oCAGE (oligonucleotide cap analysis of gene expression), SOLiD full-length CAGE (FL-CAGE), and Illumina CAGE technologies to sequence the 5Ј capped ends of polyadenylated mRNAs from vaccinia virus (VACV)-infected cells. The procedures involved tagging the capped ends of mRNA and accommodated the relatively short sequence reads obtained with the SOLiD and Illumina sequencing platforms (see Fig. S1 and S2 in the supplemental material). In the SOLiD oCAGE method, enzymatic cap removal was followed by attachment of a linker oligonucleotide encoding a site recognized by the EcoP15I type III endonuclease, which cleaves DNA 25 to 27 bp distal. FL-CAGE included steps in which the full-length cDNA was isolated along with mRNA by cap antibody-conjugated beads. The Illumina CAGE method used enzymatic cap removal and attachment of a linker oligonucleotide, like SOLiD oCAGE, but this was followed by random priming instead of EcoP15I digestion and provided 76-nt length reads, allowing detection of nontemplated as well as templated sequences downstream of the cap. Results obtained by the three different methods and two sequencing platforms were compared below.
Previously, we determined by RNA-seq that the viral mRNAs detected from 0.5 to 2 h after infection of HeLa cells with VACV in the presence or absence of the protein synthesis inhibitor cycloheximide (CHX) or the DNA replication inhibitor cytosine arabinoside belong exclusively to the early regulatory class and that additional postreplication (PR) viral mRNAs are present at 4 h in the absence of inhibitors (61) . For the present study, we used SOLiD oCAGE technology to sequence short cDNAs derived from the 5Ј-capped ends of polyadenylated mRNAs of HeLa cells infected with VACV for 1, 2, and 4 h in the presence of CHX and 2 h in the absence of CHX. For comparison, we also used the SOLiD FL-CAGE and Illumina CAGE methods to sequence samples from cells infected with virus with CHX for 2 h and cells infected with virus without CHX for 2 h. In the presence of CHX, the number of SOLiD oCAGE VACV-specific sequence reads increased from 357,000 at 1 h to 1.6 million at 2 h and 4.3 million at 4 h. Approximately 102,000 sequence reads were obtained by SOLiD FL-CAGE from a sample of cells infected with virus for 2 h in the presence of CHX. For cells infected with VACV for 2 h in the absence of CHX, we obtained 1.2 million VACV reads by SOLiD oCAGE and 708,000 reads by Illumina CAGE. These short sequence reads were aligned with the VACV genome, and the 5Ј nucleotides were considered putative transcription start sites (TSSs). However, as will be discussed later, not all 5Ј ends determined by CAGE analysis may be true TSSs.
The number of sequence reads that map to a specific TSS are referred to as counts. In order to compare the data from different protocols and platforms, the number of counts for individual TSSs was expressed as a percentage of the total number of counts for all TSSs from the same sample. The TSSs that contained at least 0.01% of the total viral TSS counts were aligned with respect to the top and bottom strands of the VACV genome. Very similar results were obtained regardless of the infection time, presence or absence of CHX, CAGE method, and sequencing platform (Fig. 1) . The densities of TSSs were highest at the right side of the top strand and the left side of the bottom strand, which is consistent with wholetranscriptome mapping of early mRNAs (61) .
TSS patterns. We considered TSSs with at least 10 counts each (or 5 counts for FL-CAGE) that occurred within 10 nt of another as belonging to a cluster. The TSSs with the largest number of reads in a cluster and those with at least 25% of that 2h). The number of viral reads that mapped to each nucleotide were divided by the total number of reads for that sample and the ones with at least 0.01% of the total were aligned with the top and bottom DNA strands. The genome nucleotide numbers are below each strand in kilobases (kb).
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were defined as peaks. Three common cluster patterns were defined: the single-peak (SP) pattern has only one peak in a cluster; the multiple-peak (MP) pattern has more than one peak located within a 4-nt window and no other peaks; the broad-region (BR) pattern has multiple peaks with some more than 4 nt from each other. Examples of the three patterns are shown in Fig. 2A . In agreement with previous studies, which showed that most VACV early mRNAs initiated with a G or A (12, 16), we found G or A at the majority of TSSs for the annotated ORFs ( Fig. 2B ; see Table S1 in the supplemental material). However, T was predominant in TSS clusters with a broad pattern (Fig. 2B ), suggesting a difference in TSS selection or 5Ј-end formation.
Genome-wide mapping of TSSs. VACV ORFs are continuous, closely spaced, mostly nonoverlapping, and located on both DNA strands. The putative TSSs from the 2-h CHX SOLiD oCAGE were plotted along the genome (Fig. 3) . Counts above and below the line represent putative TSSs with rightward and leftward transcription, respectively, corresponding to the top and bottom strands of Fig. 1 . Most TSSs mapped to regions preceding or within ORFs, with only a minority antisense to ORFs. The ORFs expressed early (depicted by red arrows) are clustered in 50-to 60-kbp regions near each end of the genome and are mostly transcribed toward the nearer terminus. The black arrows represent the ORFs that are transcribed after viral DNA replication. Although the majority of TSSs are associated with ORFs previously annotated as early (61) , some align within PR ORFs. There was a wide range in the number of counts obtained at individual sites, so that those with less than 50 at a single nucleotide may be difficult to see in Fig. 3 . In view of the multistep procedure, including PCR amplification, and the wide range in the length of transcripts, the number of counts cannot be confidently used for quantification.
Annotation of TSSs preceding VACV early ORFs. We first analyzed the reads preceding ORFs, as they are likely to depict true TSSs rather than locations of RNA processing. Using 10 counts as the lower limit for significance with SOLiD oCAGE, 74 TSSs were identified at 1 h after infection in the presence of CHX; 96 TSSs were identified at 2 h and 110 were identified at 4 h (more than one TSS was present within 100 nt of some ORFs). In the absence of CHX, 101 TSSs were detected at 2 h. Data from the SOLiD FL-CAGE (lower limit 5 counts) and Illumina CAGE (lower limit 10 counts) yielded TSSs for most of the early genes. In this manner, we annotated the TSSs for 102 early genes and 2 postreplicative genes with low-level expression at early times by SOLiD oCAGE, 87 by Illumina CAGE, and 77 by SOLiD FL-CAGE.
Data obtained by each CAGE method for the TSSs previously identified by conventional high-resolution methods (primer extension and S1 nuclease mapping) and for the entire early transcriptome (omitting 17 pseudogenes near the left end of the genome) are provided in Table 1 and Table S1 in the supplemental material, respectively. Both tables also indicate the initiator nucleotide, the lengths of the 5Ј untranslated regions (5Ј UTRs), the patterns of the TSSs, and the presence of a conserved core promoter motif, which will be discussed later. Of 21 previously determined TSSs, 20 were in agreement with the present data or differed by only a few nucleotides (Table 1) , providing confidence for the much larger number of TSSs that were not previously analyzed (see Table S1 in the supplemental material). We also observed good agreement between the three methods used in the present study: 77 out of the 87 annotated TSS clusters by Illumina CAGE agreed closely with the TSSs by SOLiD oCAGE, and 64 out of the 77 annotated TSS clusters by SOLiD FL-CAGE agreed closely with the TSSs by SOLiD oCAGE (Table S1 ). Most of the differences occurred with TSSs with pyrimidine initiators and/or broad cluster patterns. The initiator nucleotide and length of the 5Ј UTR were determined from the TSS with the highest counts. The lengths of the 5Ј untranslated regions varied from 3 to 601 nt with a median of 21 nt. The TSS for the F2L ORF was Ϫ2 nt relative to the annotated first codon, suggesting that the second ATG located 8 nt downstream may be the actual translation initiation site. Protein analyses will be needed to verify that ORFs associated with apparently short untranslated leaders use a downstream initiation codon.
5 poly(A) sequences. The TSSs of characterized PR genes have a TTT in the template strand sequence, which apparently results in RNA polymerase slippage and a 5Ј poly(A) leader. There are, however, two reported examples of VACV early mRNAs with poly(A) sequences at their 5Ј ends (2, 31). The 76-nt sequence reads obtained by Illumina CAGE were long enough to detect 5Ј poly(A) sequences and still align the remainder of the sequence with the genome, whereas this could not be done with the shorter SOLiD reads. We identified 18 early mRNAs with 5Ј poly(A) sequences, including the two previously found (see Table S2 in the supplemental material). Up to 13 consecutive A's were detected; however, most had fewer than 8 A's. Examination of the published gene sequences of VACV WR indicated that 16 had at least three T's in the template strand at the TSS, but in two cases, there were only two T's. Presumably, the 5Ј poly(A) sequences of early RNAs result from transcriptional slippage, which evidently is not restricted to intermediate and late genes but is probably a characteristic of the VACV RNA polymerase per se.
VACV early promoter motif. An optimal core promoter sequence, deduced by comprehensive mutagenesis, corresponded with a multiple alignment of sequences upstream of representative early genes (16) and a motif derived from our previous whole-transcriptome analysis (61) . The accurate mapping of more than 100 TSSs now allowed us to carry out a more comprehensive analysis. The occurrences of the four bases at each position surrounding the peak TSS upstream of ORFs, determined by SOLiD oCAGE, were plotted (Fig. 4A) . This representation revealed a high frequency of A's interrupted by TG on the coding strand from positions Ϫ13 to Ϫ29 relative to the peak TSSs. In addition, there was a high incidence of T residues just upstream of the TSS. We then extracted the 50-nt sequence upstream of the TSS of each ORF and generated a consensus motif using the MEME program (4) (Fig. 4B) . Interesting features of the 15-nt motif include the TG at positions 6 and 7 and the high frequency of A's at positions 4, 8, 9, and particularly 15. In addition, the second most frequent residue in place of A is T throughout the motif. We determined that the sequences upstream of 84 out of the 111 ORF TSSs matched the motif with a P value of Ͻ0.0001 based on the FIMO (5) or MEME program. The remaining ORF TSSs had short runs of A's in the location of the core motif. The distances from the conserved core motifs to the annotated 84 TSSs are depicted in Fig. 4C . The median distance after position 15 of the motif was 12 nt. TSSs preceded by highly conserved promoter motifs were less likely to have a BR pattern and more likely to have a purine (76.5%) than those with less conserved motifs (23.1%) (see Table S1 in the supplemental material).
AT-rich spacer between the conserved promoter motif and TSS. We were curious as to whether a highly conserved core promoter motif was sufficient for transcription and therefore searched for copies throughout the VACV genome. Using the FIMO program with a P value output threshold of Ͻ0.0001, we found 318 occurrences of the highly conserved A-rich motif (Fig. 5A ). Of these, 114 motifs were not associated with an identified TSS, suggesting that this sequence is insufficient to initiate early transcription. We refer to the highly conserved core motifs associated with TSSs of annotated ORFs as T-motifs and those not associated with TSSs as NT-motifs, respectively. When the sequences downstream of T-and NT-motifs were analyzed, we found a 10-nt sequence with a higher AT content in the T-motifs than in the NT-motifs (Fig. 5B) . The AT contents of the sequences preceding the TSS (nt 18 to 27) and following the TSS (nt 28 to 37) of individual T-and NT-motifs are shown in box-and-whisker plots (Fig. 5C ). The median AT content was 80% and 60% for nt 18 to 27 and nt 28 to 37, respectively, associated with T-motifs, whereas both were 70% for the NT-motifs. Thus, the presence of an AT-rich spacer, in addition to a core motif, is characteristic of a functional TSS.
Anomalous TSSs. Until now, we have mainly considered TSSs preceding annotated ORFs. However, with each method, many anomalous RNA 5Ј ends were mapped within ORFs and a smaller number antisense to ORFs. Since the majority of TSSs upstream of ORFs are preceded by a highly conserved promoter motif, we analyzed the sequences preceding the anomalous TSSs. Thirty-three putative TSSs with highly conserved core promoter motifs (P Ͻ 0.0001), from the sample of cells infected with virus for 2 h in the presence of CHX that was analyzed by the SOLiD oCAGE, are listed in Table S3 in the supplemental material. The majority of such TSSs was located in or between ORFs and initiated with a purine. SP, MP, and BR TSS patterns were found. Some TSSs were positioned to provide additional upstream TSSs for annotated The core promoter motif generated from 50-nt sequences upstream of the annotated VACV TSSs by the MEME program with the assumption that there is zero or one motif in each sequence. (C) The distances after position 15 of the motif to the transcription site were plotted. In each panel, the nucleotide (nt) at the highest peak in a cluster was used as the TSS for the calculations.
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ORFs and would not result in a new or altered protein. TSSs within ORFs were predicted to encode a shorter in-frame protein. The median length of such shortened ORFs was 641 nt, and seven were predicted to encode proteins greater than 24 kDa. The two antisense TSSs listed in Table S3 in the supplemental material were closely spaced and predicted to encode a novel 52-amino-acid protein. Additional putative antisense TSSs without a conserved core promoter motif were found. Thirty-five TSSs identified in the sample of cells infected with virus for 2 h in the presence of CHX and analyzed by oCAGE and these TSSs are located antisense to ORFs are listed in Table S4 in the supplemental material. Some of the antisense TSSs occurred in clusters with five antisense to the I6L ORF, five to the A4L ORF, and three to the A55R ORF.
Determination of genome-wide PASs. We also analyzed the sequences adjacent to the 3Ј poly(A) tails of VACV early RNAs, as no genome-wide analysis of the 3Ј ends of VACV mRNAs had been reported. The scheme used for isolation of ϳ25-nt PAS sequence tags from the 3Ј ends of RNAs is shown in Fig. S3 in the supplemental material. An important feature was the use of a biotinylated poly(dT) dinucleotide-anchored primer with a GsuI type IIs restriction endonuclease site for reverse transcription. The dinucleotide anchor ensured that reverse transcription did not initiate within the poly(A) tail, which would have resulted in sequences too long for analysis with the SOLiD platform. After second-strand synthesis, the cDNA was cleaved with GsuI to leave two A's marking the original poly(A) site. After additional steps, including attachment and subsequent digestion of a linker with an EcoP15I site, the short DNA fragments were sequenced.
HeLa cells were infected with VACV in the presence and absence of CHX for 2 h, and polyadenylated RNA was isolated. The cDNAs derived from the 3Ј ends were sequenced as described above, and 15,516 and 16,574 VACV reads were generated from the samples infected in the presence and absence of CHX, respectively. The data from the no-CHX sample are shown aligned with the VACV genome in Fig. 6 . Because of the close spacing of VACV genes, PASs frequently occurred within downstream ORFs. Previous in vitro studies had shown that a U5NU sequence (transcription termination signal comprised of five consecutive U's followed by any nucleotide and then another U) signals transcription termination of VACV early mRNAs (53, 64) , and the mapping of representative mRNAs from infected cells supports this mechanism (22, 36) . PASs within 100 nt after a T5NT (corresponding to U5NU in the RNA) sequence are shown in red, and those without such a sequence are shown in black (Fig. 6) . The median distance of T5NTs to the closest PAS after the stop codon of an ORF was determined to be 40 nt ( Fig. 7A ; see Table S5 in the supplemental material).
Approximately 70% of PASs were discrete, i.e., a single nucleotide, while others consisted of small clusters (Fig. 7B) . Some of the clusters followed consecutive or overlapping T5NT sequences as shown by an example (Fig. 7B) . Both discrete and clustered PASs also occurred in the absence of a T5NT sequence (Fig. 7B) .
Taking into account all PASs with 4 or more reads per nucleotide, only 185 of the 508 PASs were preceded by T5NT. However, if we consider only the closest PAS after the stop codon of an ORF, the majority (67 of 86) had a T5NT within 100 nt upstream (see Table S5 in the supplemental material). The large number of PASs that did not follow a T5NT motif suggested the existence of alternative mechanisms of polyadenylation site selection. In searching for other correlates of termination, we first considered the possibility of other T-rich sequences and therefore plotted the frequency of the four bases in the regions flanking PASs that are preceded by T5NT or are not preceded by T5NT. No enrichment of T's or any other base was apparent upstream of the anomalous PASs (data not shown). However, an intriguing feature was noted when the percentages of purines and pyrimidines were plotted (Fig. 8) . In the case of the U5NU-associated PASs, the region up to position Ϫ50 has a pyrimidine-rich coding strand with peaks at position Ϫ34, which includes the U5NU motif, and at position Ϫ22 (Fig. 8A) . The coding strand upstream of those PASs that are not associated with U5NU is also pyrimidine rich up to position Ϫ25 (Fig. 8B ). These data suggested a possible role for the proximal pyrimidine-rich region in polyadenylation site selection both with and without the canonical U5NU motif. 
DISCUSSION
Poxviruses are unusual in that they carry out the entire replication cycle within the cytoplasm and encode a multisubunit RNA polymerase and specific transcription factors as well as enzymes that form the 5Ј cap and 3Ј poly(A) tail. Gene expression profiles of vaccinia virus (VACV) have been determined with tiling microarrays (3, 48) and by RNA-seq technology (61) . The main objectives of the present study were to define the transcriptional start and stop sites and analyze cisacting signals regulating VACV early gene expression. Relative to studies with eukaryotic genomes, mapping was simplified by the absence of splicing or cleavage steps in early mRNA formation and the ϳ200,000-bp size of the genome, which made alignments accurate even for relatively short sequence reads. To reduce bias in the 5Ј analysis, we used three different CAGE (cap analysis of gene expression) methods, two sequencing platforms, and isolated RNAs at different times and in the absence and presence of cycloheximide (CHX), which prevented the formation of viral proteins, including enzymes for decapping mRNAs, viral DNA synthesis, and postreplication (PR) transcription. Overall, similar data were obtained by each method and condition of infection. We concentrated our analysis on the 5Ј ends that closely precede the translation initiation codon, as these should be directly involved in VACV gene expression.
TSSs preceding 104 ORFs were identified, including 101 early ORFs, one internal ORF, and two PR ORFs with lowlevel expression at the early stage. In some cases, there was a single predominant 5Ј-end nucleotide, whereas one or more clusters of 5Ј ends were found in others. The lengths of the untranslated leaders varied from 3 to 601 nt with a median of 21 nt. It is possible that an unannotated downstream ATG is used as the initiation codon for transcripts with apparent leader sequences that are very short. Having defined the TSSs of essentially all early mRNAs, we extracted a 15-nt consensus promoter motif that is enriched in A residues at specific locations and has a characteristic TG near the center, consistent with the requirements for gene expression determined by promoter mutations and binding of the VACV gene-encoded early transcription factor (16, 63) . Sequences upstream of 84 out of the 111 VACV early TSSs (for 104 ORFs) matched the motif with a P value of Ͻ0.0001, indicating high significance. Interestingly, this motif is similar to one found upstream of mimivirus early genes (37) . Mimiviruses and poxviruses belong to the group of nucleocytoplasmic large DNA viruses, which are believed to be distantly related (35) . Unlike the situation with eukaryotic transcription, there is no evidence for the use of enhancer elements in VACV.
The TSSs occurred at a single predominant nucleotide in some cases and in clusters in others, similar to findings with eukaryotic TSSs (14) . Earlier studies had indicated that the VACV caps are predominantly m7GpppGm and m7GpppAm, implying that transcription starts with a G or A residue (12). We found G or A at the majority of TSSs, but T was frequent in TSS clusters with a broad pattern and a less-conserved core promoter motif. On the other hand, we found a large number of highly conserved motifs that were not associated with a TSS, suggesting that functional promoters may have another previously unrecognized feature. We found that the motifs associated with TSSs had a 20% higher AT content immediately before the TSS than immediately after it, whereas this characteristic was not present at the same location after motifs not associated with a TSS. The conserved core motif (P Ͻ 0.0001) followed by a high AT-rich sequence was also found preceding 46 of 62 ORFs of molluscum contagiosum virus, a distantly related poxvirus with a high overall GC content (Z. Yang, unpublished data). We speculate that the AT-rich "spacer region" between the core motif and the TSS is a conserved feature of poxvirus promoters and may facilitate unwinding of the DNA strands to form the open complex for transcription initiation.
Consistent with recent studies of the eukaryotic transcrip- tome (11, 29, 32, 44) , we detected a large number of VACV 5Ј ends by both oCAGE and FL-CAGE technologies that could not be assigned to sites immediately upstream of annotated ORFs. The majority of these anomalous RNAs were mapped within positive-sense ORFs. A small number of these (less than 5%) were associated with highly conserved core promoter motifs and could allow translation of shorter protein isoforms. In two cases, Western blotting was performed and smaller proteins were identified (62) (Yang, unpublished) . The majority of the anomalous 5Ј ends, however, were not associated with conserved promoter motifs and had a higher frequency of broad and wide TSSs with a pyrimidine in the ϩ1 position. Similarly, in Drosophila, the 5Ј capped ends that mapped within ORFs are less likely to have the canonical TATA box promoter element and more likely to have a broad pattern with C in the ϩ1 position (44) . These characteristics raise the question of whether such capped 5Ј ends were generated by nonstringent transcription initiation, posttranscriptional mechanisms, or imperfect CAGE methodology. With regard to posttranscriptional mechanisms, there is evidence for secondary recapping of processed RNAs in the cytoplasm (24, 41, 45) and a 5Ј-phosphate polynucleotide kinase was isolated from VACV cores (54) . Few TSSs with relatively low read counts were mapped antisense to VACV ORFs. However, since only polyadenylated RNAs were analyzed in the present studies, additional nonpolyadenylated antisense RNAs may be unrecognized.
Polyadenylation of newly synthesized RNA polymerase II transcripts is carried out by a multiprotein complex that cleaves the nascent RNA usually 10 to 30 nt downstream of AAUAAA or variants of that sequence and then adds multiple adenylates to the 3Ј end (10) . A cleavage mechanism involving the H5 protein of VACV has been proposed for processing of VACV late mRNAs (18, 19, 30) . However, biochemical studies have shown that polyadenylation of VACV early mRNAs involves other identified virus gene-encoded proteins and occurs after termination at 25 to 50 nt after a U5NU sequence (20, 51, 52, 64) . S1 nuclease analysis of several early mRNAs made in VACV-infected cells indicated clusters of 3Ј ends (36) . For the majority of ORFs that are transcribed early in infection, we found a T5NT (corresponding to U5NU in the RNA) motif about 40 nt before the first PAS. PASs further downstream The majority of PASs mapped to a single nucleotide, but clusters were also found. In some cases, the cluster followed a tandem or overlapping T5NT sequence. In addition, a large number of PASs were not closely associated with a T5NT sequence, suggesting alternative mechanisms of mRNA 3Ј-end formation. We noted a pyrimidine-rich sequence in the coding strand immediately upstream of PASs with and without T5NT motifs. The significance of this observation may be related to a recent finding that the VACV gene-encoded nucleoside triphosphate phosphohydrolase II (NPH-II) efficiently unwinds a DNA-RNA hybrid with a purine-rich DNA tracking strand (55) . NPH-II was originally characterized as a DNAand RNA-dependent triphosphate phosphohydrolase (46) and has subsequently been shown to be an RNA helicase (26) . Interestingly, NPH-II-defective virions produce RNA that is abnormally long and inefficiently released from the viral core, suggesting a role in termination (25) . The enrichment of purines in the tracking strand (corresponding to pyrimidines in the coding strand) upstream of the PASs may facilitate the termination activity of NPH-II. In summary, this comprehensive, genome-wide, high-resolution analysis enormously extended knowledge of the 5Ј capped and 3Ј polyadenylated ends of VACV early mRNAs, uncovered an unanticipated degree of transcriptional complexity, and provided a resource for future experiments. The study confirmed and refined previously recognized promoter and termination motifs and identified new sequence elements as shown in Fig. 9 . Moreover, the similar arrangement of genes in other members of the chordopoxvirus subfamily and evidence for the interchangeability of promoters (42) suggest that the results will be broadly applicable.
